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ABSTRACT
This study examines the three most popular children’s YouTube channels to
explore the extent to which advertisements within children’s YouTube content present
gender-role stereotypes. Children today are growing up in the digital age, surrounded by
media content that has been on, and continues to move onto, streaming services. While
media consumption habits may be changing, today children consume more content than
ever. Between the ages of 2 to seven years, children are in the Preoperational Stage of
development (Piaget, 1964), during which they begin to understand symbolic function
and, therefore, representation. As such, the gender messages that children consume
during this time of their lives can have lasting effects on how they perceive their gender’s
role in society. Children’s advertisements are especially important to study as the
characters in advertisements are often given a product or “reward” which reinforces the
behavior they modeled for the viewer. This study is a content analysis of advertisements
aimed at children on YouTube conducted to determine the extent of stereotypical gender
roles and discuss their possible impacts on young viewers.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This study looks at advertisements that appear on YouTube channels meant for
children to explore how often gender-role stereotypes appear. YouTube has exploded in
popularity, especially among children, in the last decade (Burroughs, 2017) as streaming
services have become more and more synonymous with watching television. Instead of
flipping through channels on satellite T.V. or a cable box, people now flip between a
handful of streaming services such as Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, YouTube, Peacock
etc. all of which house thousands of videos available at the touch of a button. And
children are no exception. Many streaming services have separate kid-friendly sections
and YouTube has a completely different kid-friendly platform called YouTube Kids with
its own criteria for which videos should be deemed appropriate. But how do
advertisements factor in?
Each streaming service handles advertisements differently. Some platforms, such
as Netflix, do not have any advertisements; others have them only at certain “levels,”
meaning that customers can subscribe to a premium level to receive advertisement-free
programs; and others still have advertisements before or within selective content.
Sometimes advertisements are “skip”able. But most advertisements today are selectively
targeted at each person based on the content of the program and their watch history
(Ferreira & Agante, 2020). This means that advertisements are more relevant to each
person since the algorithm is tailored for individuals (Ferreira & Agante, 2020).
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The advertisements in this study were found on YouTube channels aimed at
children who are in Piaget’s (1964) preoperational stage of development, ages two to
seven years, since this is when children begin to associate with a gender and grasp the
concept of representation. In other words, in this stage children start to understand their
gender and their connection to others of the same gender. Young girls begin to look at
women as an example and boys begin to look at men. Further research suggests that
children develop their sense of gender between the ages of three and five (Ruble et al.,
2007). During this time, children are driven to interact with and relate to members of
their own gender by conforming to gender stereotypes, and only feel comfortable
exploring other activities and traits beginning around the age of seven (Ruble et al.,
2007). Since children are discovering their gender, exploring that gender’s role in society,
and connecting with members of the same gender during this time, it’s important to look
at their media exposure for gender representation.

Albert Bandura (1961, 1969) illustrates through his famous Bobo Doll
experiments and other research that children are not simply passive consumers of media,
they can learn and mimic behaviors they see on television, especially if the person
modeling a behavior is given a prize or reward for doing so. His Social Learning Theory,
later Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura,1986), gives further support to the notion that the
media children are exposed to should be analyzed since its content can translate to the
audience’s adaptation of behaviors and ideologies (Bandura, 1969). This study looks at
advertisements specifically since actors in them are often given a reward in the form of,
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or because of their use of, whatever product is being promoted; therefore, any gender-role
stereotypes presented in such advertisements may be interpreted as what is “good” or
expected.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
To plan this study, four themes of literature were explored: gender and genderrole stereotypes, children’s understanding of stereotypes, gender in advertisements, and
information on YouTube children’s content. Gender itself is important to analyze since it
is often confused with sex and gender can express itself in many different ways.
Advertisements often promote gendered items which are products or experiences most
commonly associated with the male or female gender, and it is advantageous to use
models that represent the normalized ideal image of their gender (Van de Sompel &
Vermeir, 2016). The use of attractive models in advertisements aimed at children is
especially successful since children under the age of seven focus on perceptual elements
in advertising regardless of how relevant those elements are to the overall message or
information. This means that young children focus on “perceptual stimuli, such as the use
of celebrity endorsers, the use of colours, music, and so forth” more so than on the
messages of the advertisements themselves (Van de Sompel & Vermeir, 2016, p.3).
Therefore, we must look at how children understand gender and stereotypes
independently of their understanding of advertisements since children in this study’s age
range cannot fully differentiate between advertisements and main entertainment content,
or recognize the persuasive intent of advertisements (Wilcox et al., 2004).
Gender and Gender-Role Stereotypes
Gender plays a part in how we self-identify and can, in part, determine how we
act and how we view ourselves and others (Macklin & Koble, 1984). One's gender
4

identity is one’s own concept of being male, female, a blend of both, or neither. This
influences how one sees themselves; what one calls themself, and what pronouns they use
(Human, 2021). Gender identity can be the same or different from one’s sex, which is
assigned to one at birth based on external anatomy (Human, 2021). Those whose gender
identity matches their biological sex are called cisgender while people whose gender
identity does not match their assigned biological sex are non-cisgender (Gülgöz et al,
2019). Examples of non-cisgendered identities include transgender and gender nonconforming. Genders also carry traits or roles that are often associated with them.
Prentice and Carranza (2002) explain that the stereotypical qualities assigned to either
gender tend to also be expected or even required from that gender. This suggests that
stereotypes potentially correlate with people’s actions and behaviors.

Prentice and Carranza of Princeton University present four categories for
understanding and categorizing gender stereotypes. The first is gender-relaxed
prescriptions, which are traits that are considered generally desirable in both the male and
female genders but are significantly less desirable for the target gender (Prentice &
Carranza, 2002). For example, bravery is a desirable trait in both males and females, but
it is less desired in females than males. The second category is gender-relaxed
proscriptions, stereotypical flaws that men and women are allowed to have because of
their gender. For example, women are “allowed” to be emotional. The third category,
gender-intensified proscriptions, are not desirable in either the male or female gender but
even more so in a specific gender: such as females being wild or unruly. Lastly, the
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fourth category is gender-intensified prescriptions, desirable in either the male or female
gender and even more so in one or the other. For example, physical strength is a positive
trait in both genders but is seen as more desirable in males. Whether or not a trait is
considered stereotypically desirable in society can influence how gendered individuals
behave (Prentice & Carranza, 2002). According to Deaux and Lewis (1984), gender
stereotypes include traits such as appearance, role behaviors, personality, and sexual
behavior or presentation.

Gender stereotypes are not independent of each other and are not wholly external
forces. Gender stereotypes for one gender can have antonym stereotypes which apply to
the other gender thus amplifying differences between them. For example, emotional and
logical may be described as opposite traits, one often stereotyped as male and one as
female. Further, these stereotypes can be externally perceived by others and
simultaneously internally expected by oneself. Broverman, Vogel, Broverman, Clarkson,
and Rosenkrantz (1972) explore these complicated characteristics in “Sex-role
Stereotypes: A Current Appraisal,” and determine that people associate certain
characteristics with gender across other demographic variables such as class and race. In
order to measure current gender role perceptions, 1001 male and female psychology
undergraduate students wrote down traits they thought were different between the male
and female genders. Later, a separate set of participants (74 men and 80 women) were
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Source does not provide a gender break-down of the 100 participants (Broverman et al.,
1972, p.61).
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asked to what extent each trait accurately described a male or female (Broverman et
al.,1972). Those traits which had at least 75 percent consensus were considered
stereotypes (Broverman et al.,1972). Male positive traits often mirrored female negative
traits and vice versa; for example, males were stereotypically seen as independent
(positive) while women were dependent (negative), and women were seen as neat
(positive) while men were seen as messy (negative). The authors also find that, overall,
male stereotypes are generally more positive than female ones. Lastly, the authors
conclude that gender stereotypes are “uncritically accepted to the extent that they are
incorporated into the self-concepts of men and women” (Broverman et al., 1972, p. 61),
meaning that they are often adopted and internalized without question. Further research
supports this notion and takes it one step further by arguing that men and women not only
adopt stereotypical roles but they also adopt the traits necessary for completing related
actions effectively (Eagly & Karau, 2002). These gendered categories of traits and roles
are instinctually expected and perceived by others even if gendered individuals have not
actually adopted such traits for themselves (Eagly & Karau, 2002).
This external expectation to have gender stereotypes is dangerous because gender
stereotypes do not exist independently from other traits; they can have pairs or partners
which support and reinforce each other. For example, male stereotypes such as being
brave and adventurous often go hand in hand. Deaux and Lewis (1984) determine that
people assume many characteristics about a person when only presented with a gender
label. They state that specific traits have strong connections with a gender. For example,
“gentleness” is largely connected to women. However, people also infer that traits are
7

connected to each other, meaning that “gentle” is associated with women and also other
“feminine” traits such as “emotional and quiet” (Deaux & Lewis, 1984). This suggests
that one stereotype carries the weight of multiple stereotypes.
According to Prentice and Carranza (2002), stereotypical traits applicable to each
gender also tend to be expected or required by members of that gender. For example,
even though “strong” and “brave” are stereotypes of men, men expect those traits from
themselves and everyone in their gender. This suggests that exposure to gender
stereotypes may correlate with actions or behaviors that follow such stereotypes. Prentice
and Carranza (2002) state that the perceived desirability influences how individuals
behave to “fit in.” People often adopt their gender’s stereotypical traits in order to be
perceived as properly masculine or feminine and reduce the potential of ridicule. We can
look at any number of movies or television shows set in a high school for examples of
men being bullied for being weak (not masculine enough) or girls being smart or
overweight (not feminine enough). This illustrates how each gender expects certain traits
and behaviors to be adopted by peers to fit it, and goes as far as ridiculing those who do
not conform to those traits.
The scholarship reviewed above helps set the standard for what gender-role
stereotypes are and explains the possible implications of exposure to these stereotypes.
Children’s Understanding of Stereotypes
Cognitive development theory posits that children aged two to seven years old are
in the Preoperational stage of development (Piaget, 1964, p.177). During this time,
children begin to understand symbolic function as a concept and, therefore, begin to
8

grasp representation. This means that children begin identifying with people they see as
similar to themselves and want to fit in with members of the same gender (Ruble et al.,
2007). Once children identify with a gender, gender-role stereotypes can affect how they
believe they are expected to act. Similarly, Albert Bandura’s social learning theory
(1969) explains that children will copy the behavior they see modeled before them. In
1961, Bandura, Ross, and Ross recreated and expanded upon the famous Bobo Doll
experiment originally conducted earlier that same year. They took twenty-four preschoolaged children and divided them into three groups that viewed aggressive models
interacting with the doll, nonaggressive models interacting it, and nothing (Banura, Ross
& Rosss, 1961). Of the children in groups that were to see videos, half of the participants
viewed same-sex models while the other half viewed opposite-sex models. They were
then tested to see the extent of imitative and non-imitative aggression they displayed
while interacting with the doll. Across the board, children who viewed aggressive models
reproduced the aggression exhibited by the models both by imitating their behavior and
creating their own aggressive actions (Bandura, Ross & Ross, 1961, p. 12). Specifically,
children were more likely to mimic the behavior of models with the same presenting
gender, with boys notably copying “highly masculine-typed behavior” more than girls
(Bandura et al., 1961, p.15; Bandura, 1969).
But why would children mimic the behaviors on advertisements as well as
program or video content? Don’t they know advertisements may not feature every-day
people and activities? On the contrary, children in the preoperational stage of
development cannot grasp that advertisements have an ulterior motive to grabbing
9

attention; they are trying to be persuasive. John’s (1999) research analyzed children as
consumers by sorting them into different classifications based on how different age-sets
are socialized within consumer culture. She defined the age range from three to seven
years old as being at the perceptual stage, when children are able to differentiate between
an advertisement and an entertainment program or show. This means that children in this
age group learn where their gender fits within society at the same time they begin to
understand advertisements are not part of their regular entertainment. However, John
(1999) explains that the ages from seven to eleven are when children understand that
advertisements are trying to sell them something and the age range from 11 to 16 is when
children understand that advertisers intend to persuade the audience to do or believe
something. Therefore, children under the age of seven are unlikely to understand
alternative intentions behind advertisements and may simply see them as mini
entertainment pieces. For example, to a young audience member, the child actors in
advertisements are not trying to sell them something, they’re just children playing with a
new cool toy. This indicates that when children under seven see the advertisements’
actors behaving within their gender role expectations, they do not question why.

The understanding of gender stereotypes as expectations put on members of each
gender can teach children how people should behave even when not directly witnessed.
For example, a child in school might assume that their younger sister is at home playing
with dolls, even though the child has no direct knowledge of that. Durkin (1984) ran an
experiment with 17 children between the ages of four and nine. He showed them four
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clips of television, each one representing a different gender stereotype: male hero, male
in pursuit, young and beautiful woman, and domesticated woman, and then asked them
questions about the clips (Durkin, 1984, p.345-346). The results show that the children
understood gender role constraints - how men and women were expected to behave and,
especially, how they were expected not to behave. For example, the children understood
that dads go to work in the morning, males run into battle, women receive flowers, etc.
Importantly, the study found that children used their existing understanding of genderrole stereotypes to explain and elaborate upon segments of television, and the segments,
in turn, reinforced their understandings; if the male was out of the house, the children
believed he was at work even though the video did not specify this. This indicates that
children not only understand what gender stereotypes exist, but they also rely on such
stereotypes to explain the actions and behaviors of gendered characters on television.
When children begin to understand gender stereotypes, they learn how people in
their gender are expected to behave and what behaviors they are expected to avoid.
Martin and Halverson (1981) propose a schematic model for understanding the
processing of gender-role stereotypes. Unlike other previous models, this schematic
model stands out because it goes further than examining “male” things and “female”
things and instead focuses on “things for me” and “things not for me” (p.1131). Their
proposal clarifies the stereotyping process and explains the parallels between stereotyping
and other cognitive concepts such as general information processing. Their proposed
model explains how children sort stereotypes as they relate to gender and how the
stereotypes relate to themselves, following an in-group, outgroup mentality. For example,
11

Martin and Halverson (1981) posit that if children are taught that boys play with toy cars
and girls play with dolls, their overall schema takes this information and the information
of which gender they identify with, and they will act accordingly to fit in; i.e. a girl will
play with dolls.
While the sources in this section are from the past few decades, they lay a
foundation and explain how the exposure to gender-role stereotypes through media
affects how children view their gender’s place in society and therefore how they believe
they should behave. This demonstrates the importance of a study on the topic of genderrole stereotypes in children’s media since such representations can change or reinforce a
child’s gender schema. Further sections in this chapter expand upon the research
mentioned in the above sources and relate it to modern media habits.
Gender-Role Stereotypes and Advertisements
The way actors and models look in advertisements can affect a child’s
understanding of the societal gender expectations just as much as the actors’ and models’
behavior . Together, the appearance and actions of gendered models influence how
children believe people within their gender should present themselves. Sex stereotyping
in advertising by Courtney and Whipple (1983) draws on over 250 publications to
explain that advertisers use models and actors of the same sex as their target audience.
This is important to note since children imitate same-sex models more frequently than
they do models of the other sex (Coutney & Whipple, 1983). A 2016 study of
source/model attractiveness in advertisements’ effects on children aged six to seven
found that advertisements are more effective when children rate advertising models as
12

being attractive (Van de Sompel & Vermeir, 2016). In this study, 60 Belgian children in
first grade, ages six to seven, were shown one of four separate advertisements for the
same movie; the advertisements separately used an attractive girl model, an unattractive
girl model, an attractive boy model, and an unattractive boy model. The girls were shown
one of the female model advertisements and the boys were shown one of the boymodeled advertisements. Afterward, they answered a series of questions to measure the
effectiveness of the advertisements and whether the children felt differently about
themselves after watching them. The results show that children had more positive
attitudes towards advertisements with the attractive models than those with the
unattractive models regardless of gender. There was also a positive correlation between
the boy viewers’ intentions of purchasing the product and the attractiveness of the female
model, though there was no significant relationship between the girl’s purchase intention
and model attractiveness of either gender. The conclusion that using traditionally
attractive models in advertisements increases their effectiveness is shared in other
research and articles (Coutrney & Whipple, 1983; Parekh & Kanekar, 1994; Van de
Sompel & Vermeir, 2016).
Many researchers have studied the appearance and representation of gender in
advertisements. Though the older sources mostly were studies of broadcast or print
advertisements, the patterns they discovered still exist today and are backed up by more
recent research (Knoll et al, 2011; Grau & Zotos, 2016). Macklin and Kolbe (1984) ran a
content analysis on 64 advertisements aimed at children to see what trends of gender-role
stereotypes appeared in children’s advertisements, how those trends differed from ten
13

years prior, and whether those trends affect how children behave. They found that male
actors had a more dominant role in advertisements, males were more active in
advertisements while females were more likely to be sitting or indoors, and male-oriented
advertisements were more aggressive. The authors found that these trends had not
changed from the previous decade and more current research suggests they have not
changed much since (Knoll et al., 2011). Macklin and Kolbe (1984) stressed that
examining the evolution of sex stereotyping in advertisements is important because
“Expectations of sex roles and self-labeling processes have the potential to influence
many aspects of a child's life from social interactions to occupational plans, and even to
cognitive functioning” (p.35) because they give cues about how people of each gender
are expected to behave.
Advertisements that only have actors or models of one gender have ample
opportunity to portray gender stereotypes clearly since any action taken by the actors may
be interpreted as a male or female action, depending on the gender portrayed. Smith
(1994) called these single-gender advertisements “gender-positioned” and defined them
as “those that included characters (either real or animated) of only one sex” (p.330). This
is the same definition used for this study. Smith (1994) conducted a content analysis of
children’s advertisements to see how many gender-positioned advertisements for children
matched the gender-positioning of the products for sale. Gender-positioned
advertisements often promoted products aimed at the gender of the actors and,
importantly, the authors note that “neutral” gendered products were more likely to have
male actors and be male-positioned since advertisers believe girls will play with male
14

toys more than boys will play with female toys (Smith, 1994, p.335). This resulted in
males appearing more frequently than females, as actors and as voice-overs. Their
findings also indicate that advertisements with only one gender presented gender
stereotypes more frequently than advertisements with more than one gender did. For
example, males in these advertisements were shown outdoors and as active while females
were more likely to be in the home, a finding echoing the Macklin and Kolbe (1984)
conclusion above. A 2011 German study of gender role representation on public and
private television channels also found that women were more likely to be portrayed as
modeling for domestic products and staying in the home while men were more likely to
be portrayed as independent and outside of the home (Knoll et al., 2011).
This section presents a variety of previous studies that highlight how males and
females are often portrayed in advertisements and how gender-role stereotypes are
utilized to promote products. The possible implications and effects of these utilizations
are explored in chapter 7.
YouTube and Children
There are two distinct YouTube platforms: YouTube and YouTube Kids.
YouTube is an online platform in which users can upload and share videos on their own
YouTube channel or watch videos on other channels. YouTube was the most popular
streaming service in 2019 with “163.75 million monthly active users,” beating Netflix’s
46.55 million and Hulu with just under 26.5 million (Verto Analytics, 2019) (see Figure
1).
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Figure 1: Number of Active Users on Streaming Platforms in 2019
While anyone can search for and view videos without logging into an account,
one has to sign in to comment, like or dislike, or upload videos (Araújo et al., 2017).
There are also age-restricted videos on YouTube which contain content that does not
violate YouTube’s policies but is still considered inappropriate for minors. Examples
include videos that show violence, sexually suggestive content, or regulated substances
(Google Support, 2021b). Age-restricted videos cannot be seen by users on YouTube
under the age of 18 or by people who are not logged in. This system is meant to protect
children ages 13 to 17 since children under 13 should use YouTube Kids (Google
Support, 2021d).
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Today many parents happily use YouTube platforms with their children.
Burroughs (2017) explains that the app economy and the emergence of mobile parenting
has in-part led to children’s content channels on the platform emerging quickly and
becoming some of the most-watched and most profitable channels on the platform as
parents use apps and videos to reward, educate, and distract their children while
companies try to profit from the baby/toddler/young child demographic. In 2016, 10% of
all YouTube videos viewed were labeled as children’s content and that percentage was as
high as 50% in some countries (Burroughs, 2017, p.1). With the development of the
YouTube app, children and parents could quickly access such content on smartphones,
computers, and tablets in just a few taps or clicks. To try and shield themselves from
some criticism surrounding this, in 2015 YouTube’s parent company Google launched
YouTube Kids, an app designed to provide a safe space for children to view ageappropriate content (Burroughs, 2017).
YouTube Kids was designed for children under the age of 13 years old to
consume content safely. The platform has different policies surrounding content,
advertising, and data gathering than YouTube. All videos on the platform are meant to be
child safe though Google does acknowledge that their automated system for determining
what is and is not safe may not work perfectly and encourages users to report any videos
that might not be suitable for young children (Google Support, 2021d). Parents have the
ability to preselect content for their children and restrict their viewing to those
preapproved videos, or they can allow their children to search for content within their age
group, of which there are three options: Preschool (ages four and under), Younger (ages
17

five to eight), and Older (ages nine to twelve) (Google Support, 2021d). Advertisements
on YouTube Kids must be pre-approved by YouTube’s policy team which prohibits
certain products/topics such as beauty and fitness, politics, religion, food and drink, etc.
YouTube Kids also prohibits advertisements from containing contests, misleading claims,
and incitement to purchase. Lastly, ad targeting and data collection through advertising
are banned (Google Support, 2021c). While all of these restrictions and safety measures
help keep children under 13 years old safe on the platform, there is no way to force
children into using YouTube Kids over YouTube, especially if their parents are unaware
of the child-friendly option.
In the United States, YouTube requires that only people over the age of 13 create
an account, but YouTube does not check if someone is lying when they disclose their age
and viewers are not required to create an account to watch non age-restricted videos, only
to comment, like, or upload their own content. This means that once children are capable
of going to youtube.com or clicking the YouTube app, they can watch content and the
accompanying advertisements without restrictions. Even though young children are
meant to use YouTube Kids, there are still many children using “regular” YouTube
(Araújo et al., 2017).
A 2017 content analysis of YouTube users’ profile pictures, comments, and
12,848 children’s videos on YouTube from the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Brazil found that children under 13 years old use YouTube even though they are not
meant to (Araújo et al., 2017). Researchers used Google’s YouTube Data API, a facial
recognition API, and Python scripts to collect and analyze data on 41 YouTube channels
18

aimed at children. They collected the latest 500 videos of each YouTube channel,
comments published by users about the content, and replies to comments, to look at the
demographics of the YouTube users and how advertisements appear on the selected
channels. Through running users’ profile pictures through the facial recognition API
Face++, researchers were able to gather information on their gender, age, and race. They
discovered that users were overwhelmingly white: 78.2% in the United States and the
United Kingdom combined and 80% in Brazil, and female: 61% in the United States and
the United Kingdom and 69.2% in Brazil (Araújo et al., 2017, p.10). The authors also
found that many children under the age of thirteen watch content on YouTube even
though that is the required age to set up an account in the United States (unless they have
a YouTube Kids account). Forty-six point eight percent of the audience members in the
United States and the United Kingdom were between the ages of one and twelve years
old (Araújo et al., 2017, p.10).
In fact, YouTube landed itself in legal trouble in 2019 when the U.S. Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) found that the company was illegally collecting data from
children under 13 years old and using it as a selling point to entice advertisers to the
platform (Ferreria & Agante, 2020). The FTC forced YouTube to make accommodations
within the platform so that the YouTube analysis system could determine which content
was in compliance with the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) and
which was not. COPPA requires parental consent in order to collect data of children
under 13 years old and, since YouTube Kids was created for children under that age, it
was thought to already be compliant with COPPA. However, Ferreria and Agante (2020)
19

explain that upon examining YouTube Kids privacy policy before 2019 “it was possible
to identify [many] clarity-missing points and contradictions about how children's data
would be manipulated for recommendation systems and advertisement” (p. 44). When
YouTube Kids, which was specifically designed as a kids-safe environment, does not
comply with COPPA, one can wonder how safe YouTube itself is. Though YouTube is
not meant for children under the age of 13 , there are still many channels and videos
dedicated to entertaining and educating young children on the platform which attract
young audiences. And there are fewer regulations and policies surrounding advertisement
content on those videos than there are on YouTube Kids.
If children under 13 years old are exposed to a variety of potentially inappropriate
content or persuasive tactics in advertisements, it is important to question to what extent
young children understand what they are watching. Vanwesenbeeck, Hudders, and
Ponnet (2020) conducted a study of four and five-year-olds where they showed the
children some YouTube videos and television shows and monitored them during the
commercial breaks. Afterward, the children were asked questions to determine whether
they could differentiate entertainment and advertising content and whether they could
remember the products being advertised. The preschoolers could distinguish between the
shows and the advertisements (Vanwesenbeeck, Hudders & Ponnet, 2020). This indicated
that children in this age group are able to separate entertainment content and advertising
content while watching YouTube. However, as Araújo, Magno, Meira, Almeida,
Hartung, and Doneda (2017) point out, advertisements on the platform are often
integrated into entertainment content through sponsorships and product placement. For
20

the purposes of this thesis study, only advertisements given their own space, i.e. bumper
advertisements and in-stream advertisements, were analyzed since they are much easier
to discern and children over the age of four can differentiate them from their chosen
content.
Ferreira and Agante (2020) explain that YouTube was using children’s data to
personalize advertisements and recommend videos before their policy changed in late
2019 (p.50). Today, YouTube’s recommendation system continues to recommend more
popular and lengthy videos to keep children on the platform longer and therefore
consuming more advertisements. The algorithm guides viewers to the most monetized
and profitable content in order to create a feedback loop: more views lead to higher prices
on advertising space and a more profitable video, which leads to the algorithm
recommending it to even more people and so on (Ferreira & Agante, 2020).
Lastly, advertisements on YouTube can appear frequently or scarcely depending
on the video creators and whether or not the content of the video complies with the
platform’s “advertiser-friendly guidelines” (YouTube Creators, 2019, 1:26-1:40). These
guidelines apply to all creator content including thumbnails, videos, titles, etc. In order to
comply with the guidelines and receive money from advertising, content cannot include
hateful messages, dangerous acts or violence, adult content, inappropriate language, drug
related content, firearms or tobacco, controversial issues, or adult themes in family
content (Google Support, 2021c). However, context is important and some videos, such
as music videos, can contain some of these restricted themes and still have advertising. If
account-holders want to opt out of seeing advertisements, they can pay to upgrade to
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YouTube Premium, previously known as YouTube Red. As of February 2020, YouTube
Premium had 20 million subscribers (Singleton, 2020). However, without a premium
account, multiple types of advertisements are shown on standard accounts and when
viewers are not signed-in. YouTube’s traditional reliance on advertisements might be
because YouTube began as a free platform and today’s standard YouTube account is free,
therefore creators/YouTubers and YouTube itself rely on advertisement revenue whereas
other subscription-based steaming services rely more on revenue from paid accounts.
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CHAPTER 3
SUMMARY, RATIONALE, AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Of all the streaming services that children use today, YouTube is particularly
enticing to children because children do not need to have a paid account to view content.
They have access to the platform without relying on their parents’ money or permission.
Additionally, while some children set up their own accounts, many parents use YouTube
to distract their children and keep them entertained in a perceived safe and controlled
environment (Burroughs, 2017), meaning that children are likely to have parent-endorsed
time on the platform as well.

When children watch programs on streaming services like YouTube, they are
likely to see advertisements tailored for their age group based on the shows they watch
(Ferreira & Agante, 2020). If a seven-year-old watches shows meant for their age group,
the algorithm is likely to show advertisements targeting the same age group. This trend is
similar to when the dominant children’s broadcast television shows would air
commercials aimed at a child audience; at that time, children ages two to eleven
consumed an average of 25,600 advertisements a year (Moses, 2014). Today, in the
streaming age, there are few statistics on how many advertisements children are exposed
to, but it is clear that advertisers continue to target toddlers and young children because
they see tremendous potential profit in creating brand awareness and gaining
“accompanying data-driven profiles literally from birth” (Burroughs, 2017, p.6). Since
there is such potential for market growth in this target audience (Burroughs, 2017),
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advertisers deploy many tactics including the use of actors or animated characters in the
same age range of the target audience to make their advertisements more applicable and
appealing to a young audience.

Social Learning Theory explains that children can adopt actions they see on
television as their own, with extra attention given to models who they identify with and
who receive rewards (Bandura, 1969). Furthermore, Bandura (1969) writes, “Knowing
that a given model’s behavior is effective in producing value rewards or averting negative
consequences can enhance observational learning by increasing observers’ attentiveness
to the model’s actions” (p.9). Bandura (1969) explains that observers’ exposure to a
model being rewarded or punished reinforces whether those actions are desirable or
should be avoided. This is called vicarious reinforcement. Therefore, when a young girl
watches a program in which a female actor clears the table after dinner and is then
rewarded with dessert, the notion that cleaning is good, or possibly that cleaning is a “girl
thing,” is reinforced. Advertisements are specifically important when discussing media
effects since they have a reward system built into the format as actors/models are often
provided with the desirable product being promoted. When people see others receiving
rewards for their actions, they are more likely to mimic the behavior (Bandura, 1969) and
since advertisements often have that reward system built in, use attractive models
(Coutrney & Whipple, 1983), and can be tailored to specific audience members (Ferreira
& Agante, 2020), impressionable young children are likely to mimic what they see.
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For example, in a jewelry commercial focused on selling a diamond necklace, if a
tall, thin, pale model receives a diamond necklace from her boyfriend at Christmas, some
female viewers instinctively think “if I looked like her, I’d get presents like that” or “I
should try to look like her so that I will get a boyfriend like that” and so on. Men could
watch the same advertisement and associate with the boyfriend; they could think “If I
could afford a necklace like that, I could get a girlfriend who looks that way.” For
children, the rewards in their advertisements are often food or toys (Smith, 1994).
Gender-role stereotypes in children’s media and advertisements are worthy of
study because exposure can lead to children internalizing those roles and behaving in
ways they believe their gender is meant to. While in the short term, children may copy
the behaviors they think society expects of them (Bandura, 1969), the long-term effects
include grouping behaviors and traits into gender-schema of “boy” and “girl.” This
means that children don’t simply learn what they should do, they learn what they should
not do (Martin & Halverson, 1981). They internalize gender-role constraints and may
limit themselves to what gender-role stereotypes tell them is appropriate. While this can
manifest in boys not wanting to play house or girls not wanting to play sports, it can also
have larger implications such as girls learning to not be assertive and boys learning that
empathy is “not manly.” These traits can impact people in their personal, professional,
and social lives in the long run. Certainly, gender-role stereotypes presence in children’s
advertisements are not the only or even the main contributor to the development of these
traits, but they could be a factor early on in life.
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Since children are likely to see attractive child actors being rewarded with toys or
food in advertisements, it follows that children will associate with and adopt the
behaviors of those they see in advertisements. Therefore, the presence, or lack of,
stereotypical gender roles in advertisements merits further research because exposure
could affect how children view their gender and how they develop gender identity. This
thesis seeks to discover the extent to which gender-role stereotypes are present in
advertisements on children’s YouTube content and examine the possible implications
they have for viewers.
Lastly, though there has been a lot of examination of gender representation and
gender stereotypes in media (specifically of women), most of that research involved print
or broadcast media which has been declining in popularity with the rise of the internet
and digital devices (Grau & Zotos, 2016). There needs to be more research on gender
representation in the digital age, including on streaming services, social media, and in
non-paid advertising roles such as from sponsorships or influencers. This thesis hopes to
make a small contribution to the mountain of studies yet to come on these topics.
Research Questions
This study was driven by three research questions which explore the extent to
which advertisements on children’s YouTube content are gender-positioned, as defined
as presenting only male or female characters, and how often those advertisements present
gender-role stereotypes.
R1: How many advertisements on children’s YouTube content are genderpositioned?
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R2: How prevalent are gender-role stereotypes in advertisements on Childrentargeted YouTube content?
R3: Based on results from research questions one and two, how might the
advertisements in YouTube’s children’s content affect the target audience’s
understanding of gender roles?
Hypothesis
H1: Male stereotypical gender roles will appear more often than female
stereotypical gender roles.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS
The content analysis for this thesis sampled 30 hours of the most popular videos
from the three most popular children’s YouTube channels to examine the extent to which
gender-role stereotypes were presented in the accompanying advertisements. Based on
previous research and a chart of gender-role stereotypes from Broverman et al. (see
Figure 3), the researcher coded gender-positioned advertisements for gender-role
stereotype presence. The researcher did record and consume 15 hours of YouTube Kids
content during the early planning phase of this project. However, less than five
advertisements appeared, making the children’s platform non-ideal for this particular
study. Therefore, this content analysis strictly examines YouTube, not YouTube Kids.
Sampling
YouTube offers five categories of video advertisements. The first two types of
advertisements are skippable in-stream advertisements and non-skippable in-stream
advertisements (Google Advertisements, 2020). These advertisements play during a
YouTube video, interrupting the channel content. Viewers can skip the skippable version
after five seconds but must sit through the un-skippable ads. The third type of video
advertisement is the bumper advertisement which appears between different videos. And
finally, the last two types of video advertisements are outstream advertisements and
masthead advertisements. These outstream and masthead advertisements generally do not
have sound unless the user clicks on them, and they sit outside of the playing videos
display area, normally at the top of the page. There are also two types of non-video
advertisements. The first is video discovery advertisements, which are links to sponsored
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videos that appear at the top of search results and the top or side of the screen when
watching a video, but do not have any actual video components until and unless clicked
upon. And the second is overlay or banner advertisements that appear over the bottom
20% of the screen during chosen channel content and are semi-transparent; they are not
videos but may have animated features, and viewers are able to close them as soon as
they pop up. This project focuses on the in-stream and bumper videos advertisements and
overlay/banner non-video advertisements since they directly disrupt the chosen
entertainment videos and should therefore be seen by more people. Statista’s data on the
most popular children’s YouTube channels by number of subscriptions as of May 2021
was used to determine which videos and advertisements to sample (Social Blade, 2021)
(see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Most popular children’s YouTube channels
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The three leading YouTube channels are CoComelon - Nursery Rhymes with 112
million subscribers, Kids Diana Show with 79.1 million subscribers, and Like Nastya
with 74.1 million subscribers. YouTube channels often have a higher number of views
than subscribers since viewers do not have to subscribe before consuming channels’
content. However, the number of subscriptions, not the number of views, was used in the
sampling process as there was more current information about subscription numbers
available and subscribers are likely more steady viewers.
Before opening YouTube, the researcher created an “incognito” web browser
window to hopefully mitigate the amount of personal information and preferences the
website would know about the researcher since it could affect which advertisements are
shown. Starting with the most popular video on each channel, as determined by YouTube
when sorting videos, the researcher recorded ten (10) hours of each channel, letting the
algorithm roll and feed content automatically. By letting the algorithm run organically
instead of picking and choosing each video, the researcher recorded a solid block of time,
captured bumper advertisements in between videos, and ensured that the algorithm had as
little information about the researcher’s interests as possible. Open Broadcaster Software
(OBS) (Bailey, 2020) was used to record ten (10) one-hour segments of each channel in
digital files. The smaller segments were essential since a single ten (10) hour recording
would create a file too large and earlier attempts resulted in corrupted or broken
recordings.
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Coding Procedure

Due to the timing of this thesis (Spring 2020-Fall 2021) and the COVID-19
pandemic, only the researcher coded for gender-role stereotypes; there were no other
independent coders.

Once the recordings for each channel were finished, each was watched through
once in real-time, and coded for any advertisements that are deemed gender-positioned.
Gender-positioned advertisements are defined as “Advertisements that included
characters (either real or animated) of only one sex” (Smith, 1994, p.330).
Advertisements were marked as either gender-positioned female, gender-positioned male,
or neutral. If the advertisement was gender-positioned, it was coded for stereotypical
gender roles using the Broverman et al. (1972) table of gender stereotypes (see Figure 3)
to determine if the gender-positioned advertisement A) illustrated a stereotypical male
gender role, B) illustrated a stereotypical female gender role, or C) did neither or was
neutral. The coding scheme tables (see Appendix A and Appendix B) based on the
Broverman et al. (1972) table were printed and marked on with a pen during the coding
process. If a gender-role stereotype was present in a gender-positioned advertisment, the
researcher added a tally mark in the respective category. If a gender-positioned
advertisement did not present a gender-role stereotype, a zero was marked. While the
Broverman et al. (1972) chart is from the 1970s, it was chosen for its extensive and
comprehensive breakdown of positive and negative traits, many if not all of which
directly translate to the gender-role stereotypes of modern-day.
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Figure 3: Sex-role stereotypes. As taken from Broverman, I. K., Vogel, S. R.,
Broverman, D. M., Clarkson, F. E., & Rosenkrantz, P. S. (1972). Sex‐role stereotypes: A
current appraisal. Journal of Social issues, 28(2), p.61
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This viewing and coding process was then repeated twice for each channel. The
repeat viewings were used to fast-forward through the main content to the advertisements
in order to double and triple check the coding and make adjustments as needed while
conserving time.

This study focuses on advertisements that distinctly use one gender because they
clearly demonstrate to children how the two genders differ in interests and how they each
behave (Smith, 1994, p.330). Since it is not possible to know the identity of a person in
an advertisement for certain without more information, the researcher had to make an
educated guess based on the way the actors present themselves. Any time a gender role
stereotype was presented in a gender-positioned advertisement, it was classified in its
respective category. For example, if the advertisement shows a few young girls playing
with a dollhouse, a tally mark was placed next to “very home oriented” on the female
coding table. If an advertisement was gender-positioned but did not present any genderrole stereotypes, it was considered “neutral” and marked accordingly, but no tally was
placed on either table. Repeated advertisements were re-coded every time to get an
accurate count of how many times viewers were exposed to gender-role stereotypes
overall.

During this process, the researcher also paid attention to the types of
advertisements shown and took note of any themes that presented themselves. For
example, were there a lot of food advertisements? Toys? Adult themes such as finances
or pharmaceuticals? Though these themes were not coded for during this content analysis
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due to the sheer number of gender-role stereotype categories already included, they are
important to note since YouTube does not have many content or age restrictions on their
platform since everyone is supposed to be over 13 years old. These themes are discussed
further in chapter five.

The completed coding sheets and notes on themes were used to examine how
many advertisements there were overall and how many of those advertisements were
gender positioned. The next chapter will present the results, including whether there were
more male-positioned advertisements or female-positioned advertisements and what
specific gender-role stereotypes were the most often represented. Based on the nature of
advertisements and the age of the children’s content this study explored, the researcher
hypothesized some stereotypes would appear more often than others. The researcher
determined which ones were the most frequent, and following the results chapter, the
implications that they might have will be addressed in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
The 30 hours of content contained a total of 271 advertisements, of which 213
were overlay advertisements and 58 were video advertisements. Kids Diana Show
contained the most advertisements overall with 109 advertisements, followed by
CoComelon with 87 advertisements and Like Nastya with 75 advertisements. Twentyone advertisements had actors/models of only one gender and were therefore considered
gender-positioned. Eighteen of the 21 gender-positioned advertisements portrayed a
gender stereotype: eight male and ten female. Before examining the specifics of these
advertisements and gender-role stereotypes, it is helpful to discuss the YouTube videos
themselves in order to analyze how they portray gender roles and their connections, if
there are any, to advertising.
Main Content Themes and Analysis
The advertising style of YouTube channels can depend, in part, on the purpose
and goal of the channels themselves. Therefore, it is helpful to examine the themes and
styles of each channels’ main content in addition to studying the advertisements
presented. To do this, the researcher looked at the websites of the content creators (if they
had one), the “about” sections on their YouTube channels, and the recorded videos.
Examining the main content also allows for the study of sponsored videos and sponsored
product reviews or placements. This grey area of advertising is not as distinct and
recognizable as overlay advertisements or separate video advertisements since the
sponsored product is integrated into the channel content itself (Araújo et al., 2017). This
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means that viewers may not be able to tell what is a paid advertisement and what is
purely entertainment (Campbell, 2016). While not within the parameters of this study, it
is important to note that sponsored advertisements are prevalent on YouTube and could
be promoting lifestyles and gender-role stereotypes as well as the main product itself.
CoComelon
The YouTube channel CoComelon produces and uploads three-dimensional
animated videos (see Figure 4) that follow the main character, JJ, through his life as a
toddler as set to nursery rhyme music and singing. The videos are all musical, sometimes
with the characters singing and others where the music is non-diegetic. For example, in
the video “Nap Time Song,” the preschool teacher, Ms. Appleberry, and the children sing
back and forth to each other as the children complain about sleeping conditions and Ms.
Appleberry teaches them the importance of rest. On the other hand, the “Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star” video showcases the children returning a fallen star to its home in
outer space while the nursery rhyme plays in the background. Interestingly, many of the
song melodies repeat in multiple videos; the melody to “Yes Yes Vegetable Song” is the
same as “Yes Yes Bedtime song” and “Yes Yes Playground Song” where the words and
animated situations change but the music stays the same.
Some videos are more traditionally educational than others and include lessons
about shapes, colors, and numbers. Other videos teach children about their daily routines
and how to behave in different situations such as cleaning up litter, sorting recycling, and
sharing/taking turns. According to the official CoComelon website, the videos on this
channel help “pre-schoolers learn letters, numbers, animal sounds, colors, and more, the
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videos impart prosocial life lessons” (CoComelon, 2021, para. 3). Overall, the videos on
the channel stick to children’s educational and entertainment content and do not involve
product placement or in-video promotion of any specific toys, games, or clothes. It is
worth noting, however, that CoComelon has expanded out of YouTube into other
streaming services such as Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon Prime, and those videos were not
watched or compared to the ones uploaded on YouTube - they may have more
advertisements and/or a different advertisement strategy.

Figure 4: Screenshot of The Ten Most Recent CoComelon Videos
Kids Diana Show
Kids Diana Show is a live action channel that follows Diana, young Ukrainian
girl, as she explores and plays make-believe. Diana is often seen with her brother Roma;
their family runs a variety of YouTube channels. Kids Diana Show combines scripted
skits and video blogs to entertain children and highlight specific toys, games, and other
products. Diana’s main channel is very popular and, as of July 2021, Kids Diana Show
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had 80.8 million subscribers. It is obvious that Diana and her family are well-off, having
a very large and modern home, endless toys and adventures, and many outfits and
costumes. Unlike CoComelon, Kids Diana Show does not have an emphasis on education
or social learning. There are a few videos that talk about different colors or shapes but the
majority of the content is pure entertainment and, arguably, advertisement. Her videos
include many stereotypical feminine activities such as playing with dolls, makeup, and
wearing/owning a lot of pink (see Figure 5). Diana also plays a lot of dress-up and makebelieve in which she puts on different outfits to play different roles such as pop star, fairy,
and princess. However, Diana also dresses up as a pirate, fireman, and superhero - all of
which are traditionally seen as more masculine.

Figure 5: Screenshot of The Ten Most Popular Kids Diana Show Videos
One of the most stand-out themes in Kids Diana Show is playing with branded
products. Mirroring the product-heavy theme of her videos, the “about” page of the
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channel mentions many name-brand toys and characters such as Peppa Pig, Orbiz balls,
Paw Patrol, Hello Kitty, and more. Many of her videos involve branded products,
whether or not they are sponsoring the content. Additionally, Kids Diana Show often
includes “unboxing” videos which are a popular category of children’s entertainment
videos in which the star of the show, in this case Diana, opens a box of toys or games for
the first time. These videos are often sponsored and Diana overwhelmingly expresses
excitement and joy in these products.
If a video on Kids Diana Show is being sponsored by a product or brand, that fact
is prominently displayed over the video; sponsored videos for Barbie/Mattel and Paw
Patrol explicitly had “sponsored” displayed in the top left corner. Diana also has her own
product line which she promotes on her videos and links to in the description box. Her
own branded products included makeup, dolls, magic wands, hair accessories, and an
overall theme of princesses: all of which promote female gender-role stereotypes such as
“Very interested in own appearance” or “Very conceited about own appearance.” Her
brand of products is/was sold at Tesco, Kohls, K-Mart, Claire’s, etc. Kids Diana Show
also has its own phone and tablet wallpaper, clothes, and make-over app for kids called
Love Diana Fashion Fabulous. When Diana is playing with her own Kids Diana Show
branded toys or products, the videos included the following words on the screen:
“featured products Diana helped to create.” While the inclusion of such words on
sponsored content may just be a form of transparency, it also helps strengthen the bond
between Diana (herself and her brand) and the products she promotes.
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Like Nastya
Similar to Kids Diana Show, Like Nastya is a live action series featuring a young
girl and has an emphasis on make-believe. Nastya is Russian and started an unboxing
YouTube channel with her parents in 2016. The channel evolved from unboxing videos
and now highlights Nastya and her dad as they play, explore, and learn, according to the
“about” page on her channel. While the videos are purely in English now, the oldest
videos were in Russian. If one quickly glances at the list of video thumbnails, it would be
easy to assume they are simply more Kids Diana Show videos as the young stars look
alike and the channels share a pink color scheme, makeup, and dress-up videos (see
Figure 6). Like Nastya has a more down-to-earth approach than the lavish lifestyle videos
of Kids Diana Show. The videos also tend to be a bit more educational, somewhere in
between the educational levels of Kids Diana Show and CoComelon. Nastya and her
father “learn to be good scientists” and talk about safety measures, they take a tour of a
cocoa factory to learn about how chocolate is made, and visit farms to learn about
animals/food harvesting among their other videos of dress up and play. As a seven-yearold, Nastya has passed the preschool level of education provided by CoComelon and does
not discuss basics like learning to count or learning bedtime routines.
Though there is less self-promotion than on Kids Diana Show, Like Nastya does
have its own game app for children and has recently made a deal with IMG to create and
sell branded merchandise (Spangler, 2020) which may lead to more advertisements in the
future. There are also some sponsored videos and the inclusion of name-brand toys such
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as those for Disney. Like Nastya had the fewest number of video and non-video
advertisements of the three channels, making the lack of sponsored videos surprising.

Figure 6: Screenshot of The Ten Most Popular Like Nastya Videos
Though there is less self-promotion than on Kids Diana Show, Like Nastya does
have its own game app for children and has recently made a deal with IMG to create and
sell branded merchandise (Spangler, 2020) which may lead to more advertisements in the
future. There are also some sponsored videos and the inclusion of name-brand toys such
as those for Disney. Like Nastya had the fewest number of video and non-video
advertisements of the three channels, making the lack of sponsored videos surprising.
Overlay Advertisements
By their nature, overlay/banner advertisements are far less likely than video
advertisements to be gender-positioned as they tend to be text-heavy. They may have an
animated logo or moving components but none of the overlay advertisements within the
30 hours of content had any people, animated or otherwise; therefore, none were gender
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positioned and none were coded for gender-role stereotypes. However, it is worth noting
that overlay advertisements far outnumbered video advertisements on all three channels
(see Figure 7), representing 66/87 advertisements on CoComelon, 86/109 on Kids Diana
Show, and 61/75 advertisements on Like Nastya.

Figure 7: Video and banner/overlay advertisement frequency per channel
Of the overlay advertisements on CoComelon, common products or services were
higher education, online education, clothing stores/fast fashion, office software such as
payroll and video messaging apps for work, furniture, and educational games/apps for
children. From this, we can assume that most of the overlay advertisements were
targeting adults or presumed parents/caretakers of the young audience members. With the
exception of educational and non-educational gaming apps, most, if not all, of the overlay
advertisements followed this trend across all three channels. Overlay advertisements on
Kids Diana Show appeared the most frequently of the three channels but had the fewest
themes, repeating advertisements for gaming apps, higher education, furniture, luxury
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cars, and air conditioning repairs. Kids Diana Show was the only channel with overlay
advertisements for luxury brands such as Porsche and Lexus. This is unsurprising since
luxury brands fit the high-end lifestyle Diana and her family present in their main
content. Lastly, Like Nastya overlay advertisements promoted more gaming apps, air
conditioning repairs, office/work-from-home software, furniture, and higher education
themes.
Over the ten hours of content per channel, there was an average of one overlay
advertisement every 9.09 minutes on CoComelon, one every 6.97 minutes on Kids Diana
Show, and one every 9.84 minutes on Like Nastya. While the number of overlay
advertisements may seem high, they actually appear quite infrequently and can be “X-ed”
out of almost immediately. This, coupled with the fact that they only take up a small
section of the bottom of the screen, suggests that overlay advertisements are not very
intrusive or disruptive to the main content of the videos.
Video Advertisements
In contrast to overlay advertisements, video advertisements on the channels
appeared less frequently but completely interrupted the main content videos. Video ads
completely replaced the main content on the screen and lasted anywhere from five (5)
seconds to a few minutes - with one exception. In the first hour of the Kids Diana Show,
there was one video advertisement that lasted fifty-three minutes and thirty seconds
(53:30), though it did have the option to “skip” after the first five (5) seconds. This very
long outlier was labeled “Weekly Portion Shlach Lecha” and linked to two websites:
eliyahujian.com and vitaltransformation.org. In this video, a man gives a reading from a
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Jewish text and talks about its meaning. Upon inspecting the linked websites, his weekly
readings are connected to Vital Transformation, “a free platform that creates and provides
spiritual tools, insights, and experiences to help people better understand themselves and
their lives” (About Vital Transformation, 2021, para.1). While the advertisement played
fully, it is unclear why (or if) there is any connection between Vital Transformation,
Judaism, and Kids Diana Show. Regardless, it is important to note that this long
advertisement monopolized most of the first hour of Kids Diana Show, possibly
contributing to a lower number of video advertisements.
Kids Diana Show exhibited the most video advertisements of the three channels
even though there were only two within the first hour. There were a total of twenty-three
(23) video advertisements, meaning that a video advertisement would have appeared once
approximately every twenty-six minutes if that video advertisement played on its own.
However, all of the video advertisements appeared in pairs; therefore, there was an
advertisement break, each with two advertisements, approximately every fifty-four (54)
minutes on this channel. Of the twenty-three (23) video advertisements, thirteen (13)
were gender-neutral and ten (10) were gender-positioned: six (6) male and four (4)
female. All of the female gender-positioned advertisements on this channel contained a
gender-role stereotype. However, only five (5) of the six (6) male positioned
advertisements contained a male gender-role stereotype. All of the gender-role
stereotypes presented were in their respective “desirable” category on the Stereotyping
Sex-Role Table, meaning that all the gender-role stereotypes in video advertisements on
this channel are traits that are most often seen as positive.
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Of the female gender positioned advertisements on Kids Diana Show, two
presented the gender-role stereotypes of “Very interested in own appearance,” one
presented “Very quiet,” and one presented “Enjoys art and literature.” The video
advertisements in this category included two for makeup/clothing stores, one for a
reading/learning to read application, and one for granola bars in which two women were
hiking and were purposefully being very quiet as they came upon some wild deer. Of the
male gender positioned advertisements, two presented “Likes math and science very
much,” one presented “Very active,” one presented “Very skilled in business,” and one
presented “Knows the ways of the world.” These advertisements included two for a
mathematics learning application, one where men played basketball, one where a
businessman nailed his presentation, and the hour-long sermon.
CoComelon had twenty-one (21) video advertisements over the ten (10) hour
viewing. Since the advertisements were always presented in pairs, there was an
advertisement break approximately every thirty (30) minutes. Fourteen (14) were genderneutral, three (3) were male gender-positioned, and four (4) were female genderpositioned. All of the male gender-positioned advertisements presented with a genderrole stereotype but only four (4) of the five (5) female gender-positioned advertisements
presented a gender-role stereotype. Again, all of the male gender-role stereotypes were in
the desirable category. Similarly, all but one of the female stereotypes was considered
desirable. The male gender-role stereotypes presented on the CoComelon channel
advertisements were “Very active,” “Very skilled in business,” and “Very selfconfident.” These advertisements included another businessman, an action hero, and a
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man talking about how confident new jeans made him feel. The desirable female genderrole stereotypes were “Very gentle” and “Enjoys art and literature” while the undesirable
stereotype was “very home oriented.” Again, one of these advertisements was for a
reading application. The other advertisements were for a brand of pet food in which a
female veterinarian took care of sick animals and for a child’s doll and tea set kit.
Lastly, the Like Nastya channel had the fewest number of video advertisements,
with only fourteen (14) total, meaning that there was an advertisement break only once
every approximately eighty-six (85.7) minutes. Of the advertisements on this channel,
only one (1) was male gender-positioned and it did not present with any gender-role
stereotypes. However all three (3) of the female gender-positioned advertisements
presented with a gender-role stereotype. These stereotypes were one instance of “Very
home oriented” and two instances of “Enjoys art and literature.” There were
advertisements for a learning application and one for a playhouse.
Overall, in the thirty hours of viewing, there were fifty-eight (58) video
advertisements, ten (10) of which were male gender positioned and eleven (11) of which
were female gender positioned (see Figure 8). This indicates that the vast majority of
video advertisements in the thirty hours of viewing across all three YouTube channels
were not gender-positioned.
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Figure 8: Gender position of advertisements per channel
Of the gender-positioned advertisements, eight (8) male gender-role stereotypes
were presented and ten (10) female gender-role stereotypes were presented, meaning that
18 of the total 58 advertisements contained a gendered stereotype, a little over 31%.
The most common female gender-role stereotype, “Enjoys art and literature,”
appeared four times. “Very home oriented” and “Very interested in own appearance”
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each appeared twice. And the least common appearing female gender-role stereotypes
were “Very gentle” and “Very quiet” (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: Chart. How often female gender-role stereotypes appeared by percentage
The most common male gender-role stereotypes, appearing with equal frequency,
were “Likes math and science very much,” “Very active,” and “Very skilled in business”
(see Figure 10). All but one (“Very home oriented”) of the most commonly occurring
stereotypes, male and female, would be considered positive traits in either gender but are
more desirable, and more often associated with, one or the other gender.
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Figure 10. How often male gender-role stereotypes appeared by percentage
The presenting gender-role stereotypes were overwhelmingly desirable in each
category, with the only negative, undesirable trait being a female gender-role stereotype:
“Very home oriented.” The fact that this stereotype is categorized as being undesirable in
women is very interesting since women are traditionally expected to be domestic and take
care of the home and children. “Very home oriented” would be categorized as a genderrelaxed proscription since it is considered an undesirable trait in either gender, but is
excused for females because it is traditionally part of their responsibilities (Prentice &
Carranza, 2002). All of the other gender-role stereotypes presented are categorized as
gender-intensified prescriptions since they are desirable in both genders, but more so in
one. Possible explanations for why these gender-role stereotypes appeared and what their
implications may be will be discussed in the concluding chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
This study examined 30 hours combined of the 3 most popular children’s shows
on YouTube for gender-role presence. The majority of sampled advertisements, video
and overlay, either had male and female actors or did not have actors at all, meaning that
they were not gender-positioned. The results of this content analysis further indicate that
gender-role stereotypes appear very frequently within gender-positioned video
advertisements on the three most popular YouTube channels for children, meaning that
young audience members are likely exposed to gender-role stereotypes when watching
these videos. There can be many possible implications of this exposure, including
adopting stereotypical gender roles and traits for themselves, since children under seven
years old are developing their gender identity, beginning to grasp representation, and are
capable of mimicking what they see modeled on a screen (Bandura, 1969; Piaget, 1964;
Ruble et al., 2007).
Gender Positioning
This study’s hypothesis was not supported since there were more female genderpositioned advertisements. Contrary to previous findings (Smith, 1994; Macklin &
Kolbe, 1984), females were more prevalent than males. This may be due to the
characteristics of Kids Diana Show and Like Nastya which both promote “girly” products
and activities such as dress-up, makeup, princesses, etc. Since advertisements are likely
to be curated to each platform and channel (Araújo et al, 2017), it makes sense that
advertisements on these channels have a female-heavy presence. Though genderpositioned advertisements only amounted to 21 of the 58 total video advertisements or
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36%, these one-gendered ads have the opportunity to clearly define how males or females
are expected to act (Smith, 1994).
Advertisements with more than one gender may also hold gender-role stereotypes;
however, the stereotypes might not come across as they would with only one gender
present. For example, while watching a scene in which boys and girls make cupcakes,
young audiences are less likely to focus on the fact that the advertisement does include
the stereotype that females are “Very home oriented,” and are more likely to think that
everyone enjoys making cupcakes. Whereas if the advertisement simply showed
girls/women making cupcakes, it is more likely that the audience members would
internalize the “Very home oriented” sub-message, especially when combined with other
advertisements that may highlight the opposing paired stereotype that boys are “Very
worldly” (Smith, 1994; Broverman et al., 1972). Stereotypes portrayed in genderpositioned advertisements distinctly model what traits males and females “should” have.
Gender Stereotypes
The appearance of the “Enjoys art and literature” and “Likes math and science
very much” stereotypes may be explained by looking at the target audience of the
YouTube channels themselves. The presumed audiences for these channels are toddlers,
young children, and their caretakers. It is easy to see that advertisements for learning apps
and online education could appeal to parents who want their children to have educational
games and apps and to children who prefer the online education many have experienced
over the last year during the COVID-19 pandemic. Similarly, parents and their children
could be drawn to the myriad of overlay advertisements that promoted non-educational
gaming apps: children want fun and parents want a kid-friendly environment for their
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children’s play. However, there is no clear reasoning for why female gender-positioned
advertisements promoted art and literature (mostly literature) while male genderpositioned advertisements promoted learning numbers and science experiments. Many of
the video advertisements presented were clearly only targeting adults. These
advertisements promoted clothing stores/brands, workplace software, and higher
education solutions. These hosted gender-role stereotypes like females being “Very
interested in their own appearance” and males being “Very skilled in business.” Other
gender-positioned advertisements were more obviously aimed at children, such as the
play tea set and playhouse.
Potential Effects on Young Audiences
The presence of gender-role stereotypes, male or female, on these channels should
be taken seriously since, combined, CoComelon, Kids Diana Show, and Like Nastya
have 265.2 million subscribers, and likely more casual viewers who are not subscribed.
The broad reach of these channels and the fact that their target audiences are toddlers and
young children suggest that gender-role stereotypes shared in their advertisements can
affect how millions of children identify with their sex and gender. Since children under
seven years old do not see advertisements as having an ulterior motive or as persuasive
and simply take them at face value (John, 1999), one can posit that children in this age
range believe the actors are acting as they normally would and/or as they are expected to.
In turn, this can affect how children view themselves since they learn to identify with
their gender from the ages of 2 to seven years (Piaget, 1964). During this time, children
are in the preoperational stage of development and begin to grasp representation (Piaget,
1964), meaning they connect the women/men on television with their respective genders
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and with themselves (Ruble et al., 2007). For example, a male-identifying child may
watch a male actor run a business meeting, make a cognitive leap towards believing that
men, in general, should work and earn money, then make another cognitive leap to
believe that he himself is expected to work in a business to be successful.
This connection can become more complicated when children’s gender identity
does not line up with their sex. Using our above example, if a male-presenting child was
assigned a male gender at birth but identifies as female – or some other gender outside of
male – they may feel confused about whether they want to go into the business world or
guilty for not wanting to behave like boys are expected to. This can result in the child
acting more “male” and adopting those stereotypical traits for themselves if they feel
threatened or pressured by others, or they may express their gender identity and “selfsocialize accordingly” by partaking in “girl” activities or dressing more feminine (Gülgöz
et al., 2019, p. 24481). Simply, these gender-role stereotypes are more confusing to noncis gendered children than they are for cis gendered children. Additionally, all children
during this stage of gender development, regardless of their self-identification, may feel
pressured or compelled to behave as their gender does in these advertisements if they
believe that is how their gender is expected to act (Ruble et al, 2007). It is important to
note, however, that these examples of gender expectations arise in many, if not all,
aspects of a child’s life; they are not limited to media. For example, a child learns from
watching peers, family members, teachers, strangers, etc.
Bandura (1969) explains that children are capable of adopting the behavior of
models they see on screen, especially if the model is attractive and/or given a reward.
Gender-positioned advertisements create an environment in which models of a shared
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gender are often attractive (Van de Sompel & Vermeir, 2016) and given rewards in the
form of products or praise. Children who identify with the presenting gender are likely to
want to mimic the models. Young audiences may believe that acting as the models do is
the right thing to do, especially since the models are given a reward (Bandura et al.,
1961). Additionally, actors are often chosen to promote products aimed at their gender,
meaning that female actors promote female-targeting products and male actors promote
male-targeting products (Courtney & Whipple, 1983) suggesting that the rewards given
to models may also align with gender and further divide “girl” things and “boy” things.
Looks, behaviors, and products all align in gender-positioned advertisements giving
young audiences every push towards adopting the modeled actions for themselves.
The main concern for children adapting a gender-role stereotype for themselves
lies in the facts that one stereotype often carries the implication of many and children
may feel excluded from certain behaviors or areas of interest as they form their gender
schema. A single gendered trait can have connections to many others (Deaux & Lewis,
1984). For example, activeness in men may be tied to aggression and dominance, which
in turn might connect to being non-emotional or rough. So when a child adopts one trait,
they may be inadvertently adopting many. Further, even if a child does simply pick up
one or two behaviors, other people will still assume they also carry the other connected
traits (Deaux & Lewis, 1984). Mimicking and adopting a few gender-role traits for
themselves can snowball and change how children view themselves and their gender, and
how others view them. Along those lines, exposure to these gender-role traits can limit
how children believe they should act and place some behaviors into different gender
schemata (Martin & Halverson, 1981). For example, seeing women promote art and
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literature might teach a young girl that she is supposed to enjoy those subjects, but also
that she is not supposed to enjoy math and science. Those topics, as well as being active
or competitive, etc., are “boy” traits and therefore, the young girl may feel excluded from
having these characteristics. This can affect how children apply themselves to different
endeavors and how they react to those around them.
What unites these gender-role traits is the implied limitations they put on children
who adopt them as their own. While it is obvious to many that traits such as “Very
gentle” and “Very strong” are not mutually exclusive, it can seem that way to a young
viewer when media present an either-or situation based on gender. Since advertisements
solidify the “goodness” of presented traits through attractive models and rewards during a
time of great development in young children, when they begin to grasp their gender’s
place in the world, media platforms heavily-trafficked by children in this age group
should tread lightly and carefully so as not to place either gender into a box. Exposure to
gender-role stereotypes from the ages of 2 to seven years old impacts how children see
their gender and themselves.
Conclusion
Overall, only 18 of the 271 (6.64%) overlay and video advertisements
presented a gender-role stereotype, but when looking only at the 58 video advertisements
that completely monopolized the screen and therefore drew more attention, 31.03%
presented a gender-role stereotype. These numbers are not notably high and it is
impossible to tell if exposure to these advertisements had any significant effect on the
viewers through this research alone. However, the fact that nearly one third of the video
advertisements presented a gender-role stereotype should not be ignored either.
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Limitations
The scope of this study was limited to the three most popular YouTube children’s
channels and only to gender-positioned advertisements. Considering that there are far
more children’s YouTube channels on the platform, this study only scratched the surface.
Additionally, the YouTube Kids platform is full of child-targeted content, none of which
was coded. Coding itself was limited to one coder since the COVID-19 pandemic
necessitated independent work at the time. Further, the coding categories were based on
the Broverman et al.(1972) categorization which is decades old. Though many, if not all,
of the stereotypical gender role traits in that work are still relevant today, understanding
of sex and gender has evolved since the 1970s and if a similar scheme was made today, it
may look different.
Future Research
Future research on the main content of these YouTube channels themselves could
be very enlightening since even surface-level viewing during this study caught many
examples of gender-role stereotypes, and advertisements are often integrated into
entertainment videos through sponsorships and unboxings (Burroughs, 2017). YouTube
and YouTube Kids are so popular with children today that gender representation needs to
be more thoroughly examined on these platforms since children may adopt the behaviors
they see modeled and mold their gender schema around this media experience at such a
young age.
The researcher did consume and record 15 hours of YouTube Kids content
during the initial planning phases of this research but did not encounter enough
advertisements (less than five advertisements) to make the platform useful for study in
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this instance. More extensive research into YouTube Kids would be important since
many parents trust the platform and allow their children to use it rather than use YouTube
(Burroughs, 2017).
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APPENDIX A
CODING SHEET AND MANUAL FOR FEMALE STEREOTPYES

Table A1
Computation of Female Stereotyping Scores in Gender-Positioned Advertisements
Categories using Broverman
et al. framework

Variables

Coding Scheme

Competency Cluster
Not at all independent/Very
dependent
Very emotional/ Cries easily

Very easily influenced
Very submissive
Dislikes math and science
very much
Very excitable in a minor
crisis
Very passive/ Very
uncomfortable about being
aggressive

-

Not at all competitive

-

Very illogical

-

Very home oriented

Very sneaky

-

Does not know the way of the
world
Feelings easily hurt

-

Not at all adventurous

-

Not at all skilled in business

Asking others for help
Relying on others to complete task
Crying
Expressing overt anger
Expressing overt happiness
Being convinced of what is said
Doing as others do
Backs down in a confrontation
Doing as told
Refusing to participate in math and
science related activities
Expresses dislike of these fields
Gets physically upset when
something goes wrong
Expresses that she does not want to
be active
Stay mostly stationary as others are
active
Does not participate in competitions
Does not care if they lose
competitions
Does not follow the reasonable flow
of events
Takes care of the house
Takes care of children/others
Loses a negotiation
Does not have money
Purposefully surprises others

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0

Expresses naïve opinions
Asks many questions
Get physically upset or expresses
sadness when insulted or ignored
Opts to stay inside
Chooses to repeat habits instead of
trying new things

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
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Has difficulty making
decisions

-

Expresses indecision

Yes = 1
No = 0

Almost never acts as a leader

-

Follows others

Not at all self-confident

-

Expresses doubt in herself
Hesitates before trying something
Happily turns down responsibilities

-

Makes emotional decisions

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0

Not at all ambitious
Unable to separate feelings
from ideas
Very conceited about
appearance
Thinks women are superior
to men
Does not talk freely about sex
with men

-

Spends a lot of time in front of
mirror
- Talks about appearance primarily
- Says derogatory things about men
- Openly compares the two genders
with women being more positive
- Refuses to talk about sex
- Leaves the conversation when it is
brough up
Warmth-Expressive Cluster

Doesn’t use harsh language at
all
Very talkative

-

Openly discusses distaste for harsh
language
Dominates a conversation

Very tactful

-

Avoiding controversy

Very gentle/Not at all
aggressive
Very aware of feelings of
others
Very religious

-

Very interested in own
appearance

-

Touching/playing with toys and
others gently
Comforting others
Asking how others feels
Expressing religious belief through
words or physical activity i.e.
praying
Gets dressed up nicely
Buys new clothes and accessories
Keeps clean
Has a tidy room/house
Cleans up after herself
Avoids making noise
Stays quiet during a conversation
Asks others for protection/hides
behind others
Locks doors
Reading/ drawing
Discussing these topics, including in
educational settings
Tells others how she feels
Gives complements

Very neat in habits
Very quiet
Very strong need for security

-

Enjoys art and literature

-

Easily expresses tender
feelings

-

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
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APPENDIX B
CODING SHEET AND MANUAL FOR MALE STEREOTPYES

Table B1
Computation of Male Stereotyping Scores in Gender-Positioned Advertisements
Categories using Broverman
et al. framework

Variables

Coding Scheme

Competency Cluster
Very aggressive/ rough

-

Very independent/not at all
dependent
Not at all emotional/Very
objective
Not at all easily influenced

-

Very dominant/ Almost
always acts as a leader
Likes math and science very
much

-

Not at all excitable in a minor
crisis
Very active

-

Very competitive

-

Very logical

-

Very worldly/ Knows the way
of the world
Very skilled in business

-

Very direct/ Very blunt

-

-

Feelings not easily hurt/Never
cries
Very adventurous

-

Breaks things
Pushes or otherwise hurts
others/things
Acts without reliance on others
Makes their own decisions
Remains stoic even if others are
not
Does not give in to peer pressure
Does not take other’s advice
Takes over the conversation
Takes control of a situation
Tells others what to do
Expresses enjoyment in math or
science
Does math
Talks about science or math
education
Remains calm when problems
arise
Shown doing physical activity
Excitable during a competition
Physically expresses being upset
when losing a competition
Addresses problem calmly and
without overt emotions
Expresses knowledge about how
the world works
Participates in meetings
Has a lot of money
Discusses his success
Provides complements/criticism
swiftly
Does not skirt around
controversial topics
Does not react negatively when
criticized or physically injured
Shown “adventuring” i.e. hiking,
exploring, boating, etc.

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
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Can make decisions easily

-

Very self-confident
Not at all uncomfortable about
being aggressive
Very ambitious

Easily able to separate feelings
from ideas
Thinks men are always
superior to women

-

Talks freely about sex with
men

-

Choose a solution quickly when
presented with a problem
Picks one option when presented
with many
Expresses sureness of himself
Gives himself complements
Is either physically or verbally
aggressive with others
Volunteers for new
tasks/responsibilities
Discusses goals for the future
Makes logical/rational decisions
Expresses opinions that men are
superior to women
Makes derogatory statements
about women
Openly discusses sex with others

Yes = 1
No = 0

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0

Yes = 1
No = 0

Warmth-Expressive Cluster
Uses very harsh language

-

Not at all talkative

-

Not at all aware of the feelings
of others

-

Not at all religious

-

Not at all interested in own
appearance

-

Very loud

-

Very little need for security

-

Curses or otherwise uses strong
language
Quiet during conversations
Answers questions with short
sentences/ one-word answers
Tactless
Does not recognize when others
are upset
Does not participate in religious
activities when asked to i.e. not
going to worship services with
family/friends
Does not present himself well
Does not wear neat clothes or
have clean hair
Expresses a lack of care when
discussing appearance
Shown in a messy room/house
Shown as dirty
Interrupts others with noise either
through voice or physical action
Reckless with actions

Does not enjoy art and
literature at all
Does not express tender
feelings at all

-

Expresses dislike of these subject

-

Does not give/ return
complements
Expresses how difficult it is to
show feelings

Very sloppy in habits

-

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0

Yes = 1
No = 0

Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
Yes = 1
No = 0
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